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INTRODUCTION

PROCESS

Overproduction and overconsumption have led to an extreme
climate crisis, and one of the responsible parties is the fashion
industry.

The

linear

production

model

serves

the

global

take-make-waste economy, extracts raw materials from the Earth,
produces consumer goods (through human resources), and discards
the products without commitments. Fast fashion is an example of
this model, it is not the sole proprietor of environmental and humanitarian devastation but it is a byproduct that surpasses cultural

The three main points in the research process are:
Speculative design method: STEEP scanning based on digital fashion
technologies, sustainable practices, and global financial models.
Sustainable design practice: zero waste pattern-making, a holistic
approach to design without textile waste generation.
3D visualization software: CLO.
The realtime 3D fashion design software generates “true-to-life”

garment simulations in virtual spaces. It means that the designer
makes decisions and fittings before physical sampling and
production, therefore, diminishing the use of natural and human
resources.
After getting acquainted with the interface and tools of the software,
I followed free artistic approach. The systematic intention of fashion
design, such as the drawing of garments, could restrict the artistic
motivation to test a software as medium to speculative objects.

identity and sets us in the Fourth Industrial Revolution timeline.

RESULTS

Digital technologies and holistic design practices, such as zero
waste, benefit an industry that requires a drastic shift in consumerism

Understanding how to design products virtually and visualize them

paradigm and rapid sustainable implementation. I find relevant to
experiment with modern computing in virtual spaces, creating neutral

before being produced brings new alternatives to the global

places to consider environmental and social justices, and cultural dif-

business models. Considering that action towards a sustainable

ferences through digital art.

Top and front views of spatial arrangement during vizualization process.
Futureland in Blue, 2021, digital artwork.

future requires procedures and politics that move the global financial
systems, the available new digital technologies are one way to bring
up possibilities for conversation and micro change.
This research practice resulted in speculative objects that bridge the
boundaries between a sustainable society and the disembodiment
of the physical garment. Consequently, I have found a possible
zero-waste virtual fashion future in favor of realtime 3D software.
The limitless artistic expression impersonated within this technology
transported me to a future place; a place where humans are
responsible and the only waste is computer data.

Screenshot during the rendering process.
(Fabrics flow towards the ground as a methaphor for textile waste).
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